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Abstract

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has expressed a commitment to improvement of population health, identifying population health as a goal in its 2013-2017 strategy roadmap.[i] The means by which the CMS will encourage population health management by states is not yet evident; in September, 2015, only two of 63 documents supporting state applications for Section 1115 Medicaid waivers mentioned population health or the Triple Aim.[ii] The Medicaid program’s design as a reimbursement mechanism for health care services does not allow for payment for services that address social determinants of health (SDOH).[iii] Nonetheless, according to a CMS Chief Medical Officer, the CMS could extend its impact on population health management by “aligning our incentives with those of private-sector payers, supporting infrastructure building, and collaborating with public health and social programs.”[iv]

This paper will argue that the CMS should issue stronger guidance to state Medicaid programs in the creation of population health initiatives, and that the CMS can influence reduction of health disparity and costs by rewarding collaboration with communities, public health entities, and social services agencies. The paper will begin by describing the history of Medicaid, the role of Medicaid as a payment source for health care services rendered to the indigent, and the ongoing health policy debates about the purpose and scope of Medicaid. Next, population health and SDOH will be defined. Additionally, the critical role of population health management to improve Medicaid beneficiaries’ health and decrease health care expenses will be explained. Public health law’s impact on integrating population health management programs into Medicaid will be described. Finally, a framework for evaluating results of population health management in Medicaid will be advanced.
Introduction

The quality and financial outcomes reported over thirteen years by CareOregon, an Oregon not for profit Medicaid managed care organization (MCO), tell the story of one organization’s journey from struggling safety net provider to leader in the provision of high quality, cost effective care for the poor and disabled. Safety net providers are the mission driven practitioners and institutions that care for underserved and under resourced patients. CareOregon was founded in 1993 by a public health department, a primary care association, and a university that created a Medicaid managed care organization (MCO). In 1993, Oregon’s application for a waiver from certain federal Medicaid requirements was approved by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the federal agency that administers Medicaid. The waiver, granted per the authority of Section 1115 of the Social Security Act, enabled Oregon to expand its Medicaid enrollment by more than 100,000 people who previously did not qualify for the program. When the state of Oregon faced problems financing the demonstration, other MCOs left the market, leaving CareOregon with a larger, more costly membership. By 2003 the MCO was close to fiscal collapse and was performing poorly on some state quality metrics. CareOregon’s board of directors identified quality improvement as an objective, adopting the Institute for Health Care Improvement’s (IHI) Triple Aim framework as a guiding principle. CareOregon developed an integrated care management program designed to impact the specific population of high emergency room utilizers, and after four months of enrollment in care management, members demonstrated a five percent improvement in functional health status.
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The Chronic Care Model Social Support System domain was a particular area of focus for CareOregon, which provided members support around social issues that affected their health. Care managers helped members access transportation and locate stable housing, interventions directed at supporting improved control of conditions like chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and diabetes mellitus (DM). In 2007 CareOregon realized a 1:4.22 return on investment in care management of its most complex members. The MCO’s care management program alone is responsible for a savings of $400 per member per month over the year after each member’s enrollment in care management. After program costs, care management is responsible for a net cost savings of $3 million to $5 million annually.

The Triple Aim, conceived in 2008 by Donald Berwick and other health policy architects at IHI, is a platform of three health objectives designed to maximize health care quality. The three objectives are “improving the individual experience of care; improving the health of populations; and reducing the per capita costs of care for populations.” This paper will focus on the CMS’ potential to function as a champion of the second Triple Aim element, population health management. Population health, a cornerstone of the Triple Aim, has been defined as “the health of a population as measured by health status indicators and as influenced by social, economic, and physical environments, personal health practices, individual capacity and coping skills, human biology, early childhood development, and health services.” Medicaid MCOs like CareOregon use metrics such as the Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) to monitor health status. But measurement of improvement in population health has proven to be elusive because key indicators are tied to evaluation of efforts to prevent disease and impact behavioral, environmental, economic, and other social determinants of health (SDOH). The disease prevention interventions that improve the public’s health require “societal or behavioral changes that are difficult to achieve,” and their effects take years to emerge. Economic insecurity, also challenging to impact, results in health disparities, or poorer health in one segment of a population versus another. The overall health of Medicaid populations cannot be improved if disparity is not addressed by Medicaid programs.
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The CMS has expressed a commitment to improvement of population health, identifying population health as a goal in its 2013-2017 strategy roadmap. The means by which the CMS will encourage population health management by states is not yet evident; in September, 2015, only two out of 63 documents supporting state applications for Section 1115 waivers mentioned population health or the Triple Aim. The Medicaid program’s design as a reimbursement mechanism for health care services does not allow for payment for services that address SDOH. Nonetheless, according to a CMS Chief Medical Officer, the CMS could extend its impact on population health management by “aligning our incentives with those of private-sector payers, supporting infrastructure building, and collaborating with public health and social programs.”

This paper will argue that the CMS should issue stronger guidance to state Medicaid programs in the creation of population health initiatives, and that the CMS can influence reduction of health disparity and costs by rewarding collaboration with communities, public health entities, and social service agencies. The paper will begin by describing the history of Medicaid, the role of Medicaid as a payment source for health care services rendered to the indigent, and the ongoing health policy debates about the purpose and scope of Medicaid. Next, population health management and SDOH will be defined. Additionally, the critical role of population health management to improve Medicaid beneficiaries’ health and decrease health care expenses will be explained. Public health law’s impact on integrating population health management programs into Medicaid will be described. Finally, a framework for evaluating results of population health management in Medicaid will be advanced.

American Health Care Spending and Medicaid

The health care system of the early twentieth century was driven by the medical profession’s focus on treatment of individuals, who in turn, accepted health care as a “consumption good” best rendered within the narrow confines of hospitals. Beginning in the nineteenth century and continuing into the twentieth, advances in health care became a significant driver of health care costs. Aseptic techniques improved surgical outcomes and the demand for surgery increased as the risk of associated complications decreased. Advances in radiology and laboratory studies also represented potent additions to hospital-centered medical care. Physicians were concentrating their practice around hospitals and encouraged their patients to seek treatment of acute illness there.
Questions repeatedly arose about how to pay for the climbing costs of hospital services and physician fees. The nineteenth century hospital had been organized around the concept of scientific charity, which emphasized “self-help rather than handouts, private efforts over those of government, and paternalism rather than egalitarianism.” Patients were called upon to pay for their care whenever possible, even as charges started to exceed the resources of those with jobs. In response, employers that could not afford to attract workers by raising wages began offering private, voluntary health insurance plans as a benefit. By the late 1940s, private insurance was effectively distributing health care costs of the middle class across the working population.

Financing the care of the unemployed poor remained the province of state and local governments, an expectation derived from the Elizabethan Poor Laws on which American public assistance systems are based. The Elizabethan system of poor or welfare relief called upon families to support the indigent when possible, while those without families were supported by taxes collected by local governments. Sustained dependence on government sponsored aid was discouraged by criminalization of refusal to work. Private charity was expected to play a role in poverty relief, but to this day American philanthropists are wary that long term aid may result in pauperization, or the creation of a permanently dependent underclass unmotivated to work. In the United States, succor to those impoverished by age or disability has been viewed differently from assistance to so-called paupers, as “impoverished old people, underfed children, and the unemployable blind could scarcely be blamed for their condition nor envied for being the recipients of relief.”

A new term, “medical indigence,” came into usage to describe people whose poverty was caused by medical bills. Publicly supported medical care had been available to the medically needy since the 1940s through a series of programs designed to pay private sector hospitals and physicians. Federal cost sharing was introduced by the Social Security Amendments of 1950, which enabled states to access federal funds for payment of medical bills incurred by the poor elderly and paid by state welfare agencies.

The Kerr-Mills Act of 1960 broadened federal subsidy of state programs that funded medical care of the needy aged via an open-ended cost sharing design. The federal and state partnership introduced by the Kerr-Mills Act was important to the conceptualization of the
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Medicaid payment system, which adopted the same structure in a federalist model that purposely restricted the federal government’s influence on individual state programs.52

Medicaid was enacted through the Social Security Amendments of 1965, which also introduced Medicare as an answer to the continued political pressure to create health insurance for the aged through Social Security.53 The federal government dictates optional and mandatory program eligibility criteria and specifies the benefits that must be covered by Medicaid programs, while the states select the optional benefits to be covered and customize programs to the needs of state populations.54 Medicaid- Title XIX of the Social Security Act- was the legislative response to state calls for budgetary assistance with financing care of the medically indigent.55 Medicaid extends a grant-in-aid program to augment state finance of health care rendered to the medically indigent.56 In contrast to Medicare- which is funded by payroll taxes all U.S. workers pay and is an entitlement accessible at age 65 to Americans who have paid the payroll taxes- Medicaid uses general tax revenue to fund health care for those who meet requirements of Medicaid assistance categories.57 State participation in Medicaid is voluntary, but no state opts out.58 Disbursement of federal funds to the states is conditional on states’ acceptance into the program all applicants who meet income requirements and who fit eligibility categories.59

Federalism assumes a narrow but ultimately binding federal power, while ceding broad sovereignty to the states.60 States exercise their authority to customize their Medicaid programs by applying for waivers from certain federal requirements.61 Section 1115 was an existing provision of the Social Security Act that was extended to the Medicaid program with the Social Security Amendments of 1965.62 Section 1115 waivers authorize research and demonstration projects that have been determined to further Medicaid’s goals.63 States use Section 1115 waivers to expand Medicaid eligibility to populations outside the federally mandated enrollment categories.64 Passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (“OBRA 1981”) established Section 1915(b) of the Social Security Act, which authorizes states to use MCOs (such as CareOregon) to administer their Medicaid programs.65
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University Of Kentucky College Of Law argues that “...statutory enactments and regulatory revisions have gradually increased states’ discretion to circumvent the federal oversight that originally characterized [Medicaid]. States that obtain waivers from the Secretary of [the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)] are able to revise their Medicaid programs in ways that do not comply with federal guidelines and law.”

Federal oversight of Medicaid is provided by DHHS through the CMS, one of DHHS’ eleven operating divisions. Because the role of DHHS’ predecessor agency was administration of welfare benefits, the Medicaid program was inexorably linked to the welfare system. The legacy of operationalizing Medicaid through the welfare system has been confusion and conflict regarding the goals of Medicaid. Supporters or critics may describe Medicaid as a form of charity, social insurance, or as a public version of the private health care system enjoyed by the non-poor.

Whether or not Medicaid fulfills its original goals, the availability of Medicaid as a payment source for care of the poor has become a major driver in the rapid upward trajectory of U.S. health care spending overall. By 2013, 36% of all U.S. health care expenses were paid for with federal and state Medicaid funds, in the amount of one trillion forty four billion dollars. Efforts to control Medicaid costs have centered on narrowing program benefits or eligibility, or on stringent oversight of provider payments. But health policy theorists are now suggesting that the way American health care dollars are spent is more problematic than the amount of spending. J. Michael McGinnis of the Institute of Medicine asserts that

...Public policymakers need to begin thinking in terms of a health agenda rather than a health care agenda or- even more narrowly- a health care financing agenda. In prioritizing policy initiatives, health care cost savings should not be the only way to rank the importance of interventions... Instead, quality of life and health status of populations need to be what drives priorities in health policy.

With regard to Medicaid beneficiaries as a population, the CMS’ statutory scope is limited to oversight of funding health care services provided to them. But as the federal agency charged
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with broad authority over state funding of health care for 66.7 million Medicaid recipients, the CMS holds vast power to influence the actual health of that population.79 80

The Importance of Addressing Social Determinants of Health

Medicaid does not differ from other American health programs, public or private, in that the majority of Medicaid resources are spent on medical treatment of conditions that result from behaviors, socio-economic position, environmental factors, and genetics: social determinants of health (SDOH).81 Per capita income is currently the most prevalent influence on health, far surpassing medical care in consequence to population health.82 Closely related to economic resources are other indicators of an individual’s social position, such as prestige and power.83 Positions in social hierarchy are not evenly distributed.84 Further, a lower position in a social hierarchy correlates to worse health and shorter life expectancy.85 A low level of education is another strong predictor of poor health, and signals an inferior position in a social hierarchy.86 Social capital- or access to a group that provides an avenue for interpersonal relationships, emotional support, and opportunity to participate in civic activities- supports survival; lack of it corresponds to poor health.87 88 Other determinants such as genetics, exposure to environmental toxins, and personal choices to engage in unhealthy or risk taking behaviors may produce illness when compounded by factors like poverty or an unsafe built environment.89 Present day illness results more often from multiple intersecting cofactors than from microbial causes.90

SDOH as the genesis of illness is an important consideration in the population health management of Medicaid enrollees because as a group, Medicaid enrollees are impoverished and disproportionately affected by SDOH compared to the non-poor.91 The numbers of Americans covered by Medicaid suggests the prevalence of SDOH as a driver of poor health: 8.8 million disabled citizens are Medicaid beneficiaries, 4.6 million low income seniors are served by the program, and 11 million low income family caregivers and other non-disabled adults receive Medicaid.92 40% of all mothers delivering babies in the U.S. have Medicaid, and 31 million
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children are Medicaid beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{93} While the availability of Medicaid as a health insurer for low income children is a critical component to the success of treating their illnesses, the current scope and structure of Medicaid do not alleviate childhood poverty itself; childhood poverty is more prevalent in the U.S. than in 33 other countries.\textsuperscript{94} Favorable influences on poverty and other SDOH in childhood produce immediate health benefits to children and also reduce the incidence of cancer, heart disease, obesity, and behavioral health issues later in their lives.\textsuperscript{95} Because chronic diseases account for 75\% of health care spending in the U.S., mitigation of the social and environmental factors that can activate chronic conditions is a necessary population health management tool that can decrease the cost of health care significantly.\textsuperscript{96}

Among pediatric Medicaid beneficiaries, asthma is a prominent reason for emergency department care and hospitalization.\textsuperscript{97} Finkelstein et al. found that among 12,935 pediatric members of a staff model health maintenance organization (HMO) who sought care for asthma, Medicaid enrollees were 1.3 times more likely to be hospitalized with asthma exacerbations than were commercial HMO members.\textsuperscript{98} Among adults worldwide, asthma has been found to be the 25\textsuperscript{th} leading cause of lost disability-adjusted life years (DALYs).\textsuperscript{99} The poor housing quality of low income populations is a SDOH with strong ties to asthma exacerbations.\textsuperscript{100} Crocker et al. found that community health workers (CHWs) making home visits to help residents of poor neighborhoods ameliorate asthma triggers in their homes improved “overall quality of life and productivity in children and adolescents with asthma.”\textsuperscript{101} 102

The power that SDOH exert early in life extends beyond socioeconomic status and the built environment to other influences like infant nurturing, which lays the foundation for adult socialization.\textsuperscript{103} Lack of socialization skills such as the ability to form trust in others has been found to correlate with increased rates of depression and psychosomatic symptoms like musculoskeletal pain.\textsuperscript{104} The ability to trust, cooperate for shared benefit, and form interpersonal
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networks suggests high social capital and a tendency toward resilience to disease. In absence of sources of community social capital, the poor are more likely to seek out hospital emergency departments, known to be high cost sites of care. The potential of Medicaid beneficiaries’ communities to address SDOH can be leveraged by strengthening provision of social capital by communities. Care managers at CareOregon work to counter low social capital among the MCO’s members by employing motivational interviewing, an empowerment technique that teaches participants to identify health objectives and develop adaptive behaviors that enable incremental steps to achieve their objectives. Care plans developed by CareOregon care managers specify the personal and interpersonal strengths members can use to further their health objectives. Members lacking in the social capital necessary for strong interpersonal relationships are supported by the care managers, who use the therapeutic relationship to increase social capital.

The aftermaths of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005 provided sharp illustration of the morbidity and mortality that result when a group’s low position in social hierarchy collides with external environmental factors. Poor populations suffered more deaths, injury, and displacement from the two violent storms than did less vulnerable populations. The states of Louisiana and Texas exercised SSA Section 1115 waiver authority to simplify Medicaid eligibility verification and cover Medicaid enrollees who were evacuated from their service areas. In Louisiana, the destruction of Charity Hospital revealed the vulnerability of the state’s system of health care for the poor, which has depended upon clinics in safety net hospitals instead of expanding Medicaid eligibility. Since Hurricane Katrina, policy experts have recognized that shifting care of vulnerable populations from hospital clinics to more cost effective ambulatory settings within the community would provide more comprehensive care to Louisiana residents and would decrease reliance on disproportionate share hospital (DSH) payments, which only hospitals can access. The CMS affirmed this strategy at the federal level in 2013, issuing a final rule that reduces federal DSH payments to all states over a six year period. CMS Final Rule 2367-F documented an expectation that expanded access to insurance
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coverage enabled by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) would obviate reliance on public hospital clinics. Some health policy pundits suggest that Final Rule 2367-F heralds a trend of stronger federal control in Medicaid program oversight.

Attention by the CMS to SDOH is appropriate because federal agencies are empowered by their scale to exert influence across many drivers of population health risks. In contrast, single disciplines addressing discrete causes of poor health have limited impact on the problems of vulnerable groups. Many physicians agree; responding to a 2011 Robert Wood Johnson Foundation survey of 1,000 primary care physicians and pediatricians, 80% expressed a lack of confidence in their ability to meet patients’ social needs. The physicians surveyed indicated that they felt ill prepared to help patients access transportation services, housing support, or employment assistance, yet unmet needs in those areas complicated medical conditions and frustrated patients’ efforts to reach goals. Concern about medicine’s limited ability to affect SDOH prompted IHI faculty to mentor a Socially Complex Workgroup when working with organizations implementing the Triple Aim. Organizations that embrace the Triple Aim have achieved success in addressing the SDOH of the at-risk populations they serve by designing person-centered care coordination plans, one individual patient at a time. Effective care coordination integrates medical care with modalities like social services and housing placement, as was done in New York City with guidance from IHI. IHI faculty note that “time and again, teams have come to the realization that the needs that individuals have are not complex- they are remarkably simple, but often numerous.”

Accumulated unmet needs connected to SDOH result in health disparity, defined by Braveman et al. as “systematic, plausibly avoidable health differences according to race/ethnicity, skin color, religion, or nationality; socioeconomic resources or position (reflected by, e.g., income, wealth, education, or occupation); gender, sexual orientation, gender identity; age, geography, disability, illness, political or other affiliation; or other characteristics associated with discrimination or marginalization.” Braveman et al. add that presence or absence of health disparity is the yardstick by which a society can measure how justly health is distributed across the population. The World Health Organization (WHO) affirms that just distribution of health produces health equity, a state in which all people “have a fair opportunity to attain their full health potential and... that no one should be disadvantaged from achieving this potential, if it
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can be avoided.” The California Health Workers Association (CHWA) has described safety net health care providers as “well positioned” to use the Triple Aim to decrease health disparities. The CHWA specifically cites the coordination of primary care and prevention efforts, use of multi-disciplinary health care teams, and “the delivery of community-responsive and culturally-appropriate [sic] care” as pivotal elements of the Triple Aim which the CHWA identifies as reducing health disparity. Braveman et al. charge that the most compelling reason for programs like Medicaid to champion the end of health disparities and embrace the pursuit of health equity is that provision of equal opportunity for all Americans is central to American ideals and culture.

The Triple Aim as a Framework for Medicaid Innovation

Five years after Berwick et al. wrote of the Triple Aim of health care costs, individual patient experience, and population health in 2008, Bradley and Taylor posited in 2013 that “in translating this goal into the regulatory sphere,” the CMS failed to establish meaningful measures of population health, instead designing measures of “cost of care, patient experience, and health care quality.” Nonetheless, some MCOs—CareOregon, for example—are able to surmount expectations of the CMS, measuring baseline numbers of avoidable emergency department (ED) visits and repeating the measure post implementation of population health management interventions. CareOregon also uses the Adjusted Clinical Groups (ACG) System, developed by Johns Hopkins University, to quantify the risk of morbidity posed by condition markers associated with frail health. Finally, CareOregon applies the Health Utilities Index—Mark 3 (HUI3) instrument to measure members’ cognition, functional ability, and sensory acuity.

In the final report on the quality standards used to gauge Medicare Accountable Care Organization (ACO) performance, the CMS noted that it “listened to industry concerns” when it designed the standards, and adopted standards that providers were already reporting on, such as those in the Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS), a CMS report employed by certain physicians and physician practices. Certainly, aligning reporting requirements across
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multiple regulated health care programs is prudent, as reduction of reporting burden will encourage widespread participation in program initiatives and help providers avoid the pitfall of focusing more program resources on data collection than on enrollee services. On the other hand, it is difficult to streamline reporting requirements across multiple different programs and retain meaningful reporting that reveals true successes and opportunities for each program. Public health scholars at the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)- an accrediting body for health plans, providers, and health plan contractors- recommend “pooling administrative data within communities across all health plans, government purchasers, and other entities… to construct a more complete database representing most or all care rendered by that community’s physicians.” Blueprint for Health, the state of Vermont’s multi-payer initiative that includes the state’s Medicaid beneficiaries, is engaged in the Triple Aim and is establishing transparency of operational data (as suggested by NCQA), as well as outcomes data. In 2016, Blueprint for Health will begin using 30 day unplanned hospital readmission rates as an interim outcomes measure, collecting data via an all payer claims database. Final population health outcomes measured by Blueprint for Health include mortality measures, the Charlson Comorbidity Index, and DHHS’ Hierarchical Condition Categories (HHS-HCC) risk adjustment model. Availability of the HHS-HCC instrument- developed by DHHS, the parent agency of the CMS- affords the CMS the opportunity to ensure that participating entities are accountable for measurement of population health management in a way that has not yet gained prominence in benchmarking for Medicare ACO demonstration projects.
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The CMS established an opportunity for ACOs serving Fee-For-Service (FFS) Medicare beneficiaries in 2012.\(^{149}\) PPACA was the enabling legislation that formed the statutory basis for the initiative, which the CMS implemented through its Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP).\(^{150}\) As of 2015 the CMS has not established dedicated payment mechanisms for ACOs serving Medicaid beneficiaries, although PPACA mandates implementation of ACOs for pediatric Medicaid beneficiaries.\(^{151}\) Health policy analysts affirm the utility of the ACO structure for advancing the Triple Aim in Medicaid populations.\(^{152}\) However, theorists caution that the success of Medicaid ACOs will depend on a mission that embraces all three tenets of the Triple Aim, including addressing SDOH as part of a population health management strategy.\(^{153}\) As Berwick et al. charged in 2008, any health care system using the Triple Aim to better serve its constituents must take a balanced approach to leveraging the Triple Aim framework, recognizing that at times reduction of costs, improvement of patient experience, and improvement in population health may compete with each other for system resources, but that in the long run, equity in health care will result from using all three goals to inform program strategy.\(^{154}\) California’s Molina Health Plan, a MCO and a participant in California’s Coordinated Care Initiative for those eligible for both Medicare and Medicaid, employs the Triple Aim in its Community Connector Program.\(^{155}\)\(^{156}\) Molina Health Plan uses HEDIS measures as a core metric to evaluate adherence to preventive screening but struggles to measure the impact of plan interventions on SDOH.\(^{157}\) Molina Health Plan uses emergency department and inpatient hospital utilization as proxy measures for population health.\(^{158}\)

Successful application of the Triple Aim in a Medicaid ACO model will require attention to SDOH in operationalizing all three Triple Aim tenets, especially population health management.\(^{159}\) McGinnis and Small remind providers that “in low-income populations, poor health outcomes are often driven by poverty and related social issues, including unstable housing and employment, problems getting transportation, and insufficient access to a nutritious diet.”\(^{160}\) The ACO model demonstrates much potential to impact SDOH because the model can include not just medical providers, but social service agencies with expertise in SDOH, or partnerships
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with public health departments. Covering the cost of non-medical interventions aimed at SDOH depends upon innovation in payment models because since its 1965 inception, the statutory scope of Medicaid has remained limited to vendor payment for clinical services like doctor’s office visits, hospitalizations, and medications. Any group of providers striving to include SDOH focused programs must finance the inclusion of non-medical programs like adult education support or housing referral services in its care model. The ACO structure offers a financial model that addresses potential shortfalls of payment for community services by applying shared savings to services not reimbursable by Medicaid. Savings accrued in the setting of global payments- or “fixed payments for the care of patient populations during a specified time period”- can be used to pay for services Medicaid cannot cover. Further, some CMS administrators have encouraged states to apply for Medicaid waivers and demonstration projects to enable inclusion of interventions addressing SDOH in their Medicaid programs.

For example, to offer a program that provides a safe, nurturing environment for babies of chemically dependent mothers, the state of Vermont secured a waiver from Medicaid requirements to enable payment for day care.

Another innovative Medicaid payment pathway is that taken by the Colorado Medicaid program, which has established contracts with ACOs identified strategically by location. Gourevitch et al. propose that the state of Colorado design incentives for the ACOs that would hold them accountable for population health metrics unique to the Medicaid populations in the specific communities served. Careful design of the metrics to ensure they are true benchmarks of population health and not quality measures only can maintain the Triple Aim as a foundation of the ACOs’ systems of care delivery.

The concept of combining ACO structure, global payment design, and the Triple Aim has given rise to an ACO framework tailored to the specific needs of Medicaid beneficiaries: Totally Accountable Care Organizations, or TACOs. Dr. Jeffrey Brenner of the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School in Camden, NJ, has written about the benefits resulting from diverse entities collaborating to form a TACO in Camden.
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people, 44% of whom earn below the federal poverty level.\footnote{174} Prior to the 2007 implementation of the Camden Coalition of Healthcare Providers (CCHP), a TACO, the hospitals serving the community billed enough in acute care charges to pay the salaries of 100 nurse practitioners (NPs) to care for ten Camden patients each in an ambulatory setting.\footnote{175} Brenner emphasizes the need for a TACO in Camden by pointing out that “systems in urban communities (i.e., public health, safety, education) become insular, self-perpetuating, and resistant to change.”\footnote{176} Brenner goes on to caution that sustained change in provider practice behaviors is only possible with many years of effort by an organized group of stakeholders, but he offers strategies that yield results with incremental changes.\footnote{177} One early key strategy employed by CCHP was development of a data registry comprised of all acute care claims from the hospitals serving Camden, an innovation that has simultaneously revealed utilization trends, identified high service utilizers for care management interventions, and built support for the TACO from public and private stakeholders.\footnote{178} In 2007 CCHP started its Citywide Care Management Project, an interdisciplinary care management team that accepts referrals from all local providers and payer sources, provides “transitional” primary care services to patients who do not have primary care providers (PCPs), and uses social care management to address SDOH like homelessness.\footnote{179} In 2009 the CCHP was managing 60-90 patients in its various programs and had meaningful data on 36 patients to make outcomes analysis possible.\footnote{180} The time and resource investment required to realize program results on a large scale is not disputed by Brenner, who calls upon policy makers to “lay the groundwork for the new behaviors that must emerge” that nurture care coordination, data transparency, and regional health care systems.\footnote{181} Brenner laments, “Sadly, organizations capable of facilitating these activities do not exist in most regions.”\footnote{182} As a federal government agency, the CMS has not taken a strong position on galvanizing the collaboration of Medicaid providers in order to advance an agenda of population health.\footnote{183} Political controversy over the extent to which the federal government should be involved as a change agent in the public’s health is a deterrent to the CMS as an integrator.\footnote{184}

IHI scholar John Whittington admits that “the ideal structure” of an integrator is yet to be determined.\footnote{185} Whittington adds that “[some] have argued that in the [U.S.], no single entity is naturally positioned to integrate services and resources to accomplish the Triple Aim.”\footnote{186} Whittington further argues that the seven months during which collaborator Donald Berwick was Administrator of the CMS showed the most promise for broad application of the Triple Aim.
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across U.S. federal agencies. Nonetheless, Whittington found evidence of Triple Aim coordination by a federal agency as recently as 2014 when he studied the Chinle Service Unit (CSU), a comprehensive health care program funded and administered by the Indian Health Services (IHS). Like the CMS, the IHS is a DHHS operating division. The CSU is what McCarthy and Klein have termed a “macro-integrator,” a large system with the scale to coordinate many smaller organizations. Under the direction of the IHS, the CSU serves 35,000 residents of 31 Navajo communities, using a Triple Aim structure to transform its primary care services for alignment of quality improvement, cost containment, and improvement of population health. Three of the CSU’s outcome measures for its diabetic population are hemoglobin A1c, blood pressure, and low density lipoprotein (LDL). Four years after implementation of a community health worker program for diabetics, the CSU demonstrated a five per cent overall improvement across the three measures in the diabetes outcome bundle.

Building upon the Triple Aim framework launched by Berwick, Whittington, and others at IHI, health care performance improvement scholars have identified use of evidence based care pathways, more sophisticated risk stratification of populations, and transparency of health status data as practices that promote success of all three Triple Aim tenets. To achieve the Triple Aim, Medicaid will need to meet the objective of data transparency across systems. Specific data related objectives for Medicaid programs include widespread adoption of beneficiary and provider portals to enable beneficiary engagement and provider benchmarking; timely transfer of claims data to registries with achievement of solid data analysis; and use of data for accurate risk stratification and successful targeting of health care super utilizers for intervention. McGinnis and Small note that a minimum requirement for improving the individual experience of care, controlling per capita health care costs, and improving population health is an electronic health record (EHR) that feeds registries and provides access to clinical decision support and predictive modeling. Implementation of an effective EHR has emerged as a challenge for some entities; for example, a physician practice had not incorporated the task of analyzing data output from its EHR into any of the organization’s job functions.
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Besides being dependent on data transparency, success of the Triple Aim is reliant on the integration of different health care modalities into a multidisciplinary care team for which patient needs assume primacy over efficiency of physician practice.\textsuperscript{200} A paradigm shift that is tolerant of new care team leadership structures is required to achieve Triple Aim success.\textsuperscript{201} Nutting et al. noted that practices recruited for the American Academy of Family Physicians’ National Demonstration Project, a large scale patient centered medical home (PCMH) implementation, struggled to meet patients’ primary care needs using traditional physician directed medical care.\textsuperscript{202} Nutting et al. caution that “the primary care activities required of medical homes have simply outrun the ability of any one discipline to single-handedly provide comprehensive care.”\textsuperscript{203}

DHHS, too, must master paradigm shifts in order to mobilize the Triple Aim.\textsuperscript{204} A former DHHS official suggests that federal agencies are often unmotivated to collaborate on programs because return on investment is difficult to demonstrate when interventions performed through one agency lead to accrual of savings by another.\textsuperscript{205} Budget planning for intra-agency programming also presents a challenge to integration because budget planning is not done across sectors.\textsuperscript{206} The National Center for HIV/AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, STD and TB Prevention (NCHHSTP)- a task force of the CDC, itself a DHHS operating division- recognizes that a comprehensive federal approach to SDOH necessitates “shifting from the old paradigm of addressing diseases to a new paradigm that incorporates” SDOH.\textsuperscript{207} In its 2008 Meeting Report, the NCHHSTP identified “encouraging organizations to partner without incentives” as another barrier for integrator agencies to overcome.\textsuperscript{208} Some public health policy theorists charge that mobilizing partnerships is an essential public health service.\textsuperscript{209}

**Legal and Political Influences on Medicaid Program Reform**

Because population health management addresses the health status of large groups of people, proponents of population health look to the federal government to encourage and even mandate population health management.\textsuperscript{210} Yet, health policy analysts charge that federal agencies such as the CMS have not leveraged available tools like public health law to advance a strong population health management agenda.\textsuperscript{211} Public health law has not been widely used to ensure that population health is part of Medicaid programming because public health is primarily
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considered to be a means of addressing only communicable diseases, and also because some legal scholars caution that broad application of public health law would inappropriately restrict personal autonomy. Supporters of the “new public health” movement counter these arguments by arguing that chronic conditions caused by SDOH have usurped infectious disease as a major cause of morbidity and mortality and should therefore be aggressively attended to by the public health sector. In addition, SDOH as a driver of health disparity is a public health law issue because health disparity itself restricts the autonomy of those negatively impacted by SDOH.

The new public health movement charges that responsibility for SDOH-related morbidity and mortality exceeds the personal accountability framework traditionally applied to illnesses like heart disease. Traditional public health approaches to chronic illness assume that ill health arises from personal choices to engage in risky behavior. In the U.S., public health has played a prominent role in education directed at encouraging individuals to change behaviors injurious to health. Reduction of smoking after aggressive anti-smoking campaigns is a striking example of successful public health education. New public health theorists contend that choices to engage in behaviors that influence health should not be viewed as isolated from the environments in which those choices are made. For example, residents of poor neighborhoods lacking in access to “safe recreational facilities” cannot be said to have made fully autonomous choices to avoid exercise. Viewing behaviors that influence health in the context of the environments in which they occur is known as the ecological model of health. Health policy advocates working in the sphere of the ecological model have found public health law to be a necessary resource because changing the environment may require legal intervention.

Legal intervention in public health law generates political controversy because in contrast to supporting the individualistic American ideal of autonomy, legal intervention in public health invokes paternalism. A definition of paternalism often used in the field of public health law was put forth by Gerald Dworkin, who called paternalism the “interference with a person’s liberty of action justified by reasons referring exclusively to the welfare, good, happiness, needs, interests, or values of the person being coerced.” In order to avoid conflicts caused by the perception of public health law as a restrictive force over individual choice, some theorists advocate a “soft” paternalism that adjusts the environment to make health affirming decisions
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Hard paternalism and coercion have been suggested as necessary elements of federal initiatives to address population health. Writing in 2012, Emily Whelan Parento challenged DHHS to employ coercion in application of its Healthy People 2020 (HP 2020) objectives. The Healthy People Project is DHHS’ initiative to set health improvement objectives for the U.S. The Project is renewed every ten years, and the most recent iteration- HP 2020- for the first time includes goals related to SDOH. While Whelan Parento notes that HP 2020 does advocate hard paternalism and coercion in some areas such as anti-smoking legislation, she argues that coercion- in the form of direct regulation- is only employed by HP 2020 when use of coercion is unlikely to stimulate political controversy. Berwick et al. would likely agree that addressing SDOH can be controversial, having written of Triple Aim implementation that “the remaining barriers are not technical; they’re political.” Whelan Parento states that “the [SDOH] are the only topics for which [DHHS] has not yet set objectives and indicators.” According to Whelan Parento, lack of SDOH metrics in HP 2020 results from the fact that SDOH are not under the jurisdiction of DHHS. Some scholars contend that federal health care programs should and can act to resolve health disparity, and that examples of successful integration of health care and interventions directed at SDOH are available. For example, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is a single agency that provides health care to veterans and also finances their education. “Separate but parallel” systems like Medicaid and the education system could be linked in collaborative efforts to further the health of Medicaid beneficiaries.

The extent of health disparity varies so much between different geographic locations and communities that a concerted federal effort may be the only pathway toward resolution of disparity. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), like the CMS an agency under the jurisdiction of DHHS, has recognized that interagency collaboration is required to decrease health disparity by addressing SDOH. Under the auspices of the CDC, the
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NCHHSTP prepared recommendations to target SDOH that prescribe partnerships between four other DHHS agencies plus state and local health departments, community agencies, private foundations, and interest groups.\(^{242}\) The CMS is notably absent from the list of DHHS agencies named as partners, though the NCHHSTP consultation report makes broad reference to inclusion of “other… federal… agencies” toward the end of its list of suggested collaborators.\(^{243}\) The fact that the CMS was not specifically charged with partnership in efforts to impact SDOH suggests that DHHS continues to struggle with what Emily Whelan Parento calls DHHS’ “jurisdictional issue” of patchwork regulatory responsibility for population health management.\(^{244}\)

DHHS is, however, attempting to unify other federal departments and agencies through its partnership with the Office of Minority Health (OMH).\(^{245}\) Together, DHHS and the OMH created the National Partnership for Action to End Health Disparities (NPA), an alliance of 12 federal departments and agencies charged with defining an overall stakeholder approach to resolution of health disparities; urging consideration of SDOH in efforts to transform health care; providing technical assistance to member agencies working on issues related to health disparity; and establishing measures of success.\(^{246}\) Entities aligned in the NPA include the U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC), the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the VA, and the Department of Labor (DOL).\(^{247}\) The NPA has produced the HHS Action Plan to Reduce Racial and Ethnic Health Disparities, a set of five goals: transformation of health care; improving the health and human services infrastructure; supporting scientific innovation; increasing efficiency, transparency, and accountability of HHS programs; and improving the health and wellbeing of the American people.\(^{248}\)

DHHS is charged with maximizing the health and wellbeing of all Americans, not just the impoverished beneficiaries of Medicaid.\(^{249}\) According to Fabienne Peter, “In the case of population health, a maximizing approach implies that we are indifferent between health benefits to… the poor and to the rich, as long as these benefits have the same impact on overall population health.”\(^{250}\) The “maximizing approach” described by Peter is a variation of utilitarianism, which urges “the maximal balance of positive value over disvalue…”\(^{251}\) One limitation of utilitarianism is that it considers only the total balance of benefits and can ignore inequitable distribution of benefits.\(^{252}\) Peter embraces the alternative of Derek Parfit’s “priority view” of health equity, in which the primary concern is alleviation of “absolute deprivation… Improving the lot of those who suffer most will yield the greatest gain in social utility or well-
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being.” Health law theorists and health policy scholars further the imperative that equitable distribution of opportunity for vulnerable populations to achieve health is a public health issue, stating, “The philosophy of public health is social justice.”

Measuring the Health of Medicaid Populations

Describing Medicaid as a means to an end concerning health equity, Karen Davis wrote in 1991 that Medicaid has been used to rectify health disparities in the elderly insured by Medicare. PPACA takes the biggest strides yet toward linking public health initiatives, including population health, with Medicaid. Section 4302 of PPACA mandates that “for each federally conducted or supported health care or public health program or activity, the Secretary shall analyze data collected… to detect and monitor trends in health disparities… at the Federal and State levels.” The CMS is specifically named as an agency that must collect data on health disparities pertaining to beneficiaries of its programs. In recommendations directed at HP 2020, Emily Whelan Parento suggests a “health in all policies (HiAP) paradigm and the use of health impact assessments to guide policy decisions,” a method that can be applied by any public or private entity seeking to assess the effect of its programs on population health.

Gostin et al. write of HiAP,

A Health-in-All-Policies (HiAP) or “All of Government” approach requires the government to consider the impact of all of its policies on the population's health status and the impact of health on other sectors of society. A strategy to strengthen the link between health and other social policies, HiAP addresses the effects on health of areas as diverse as agriculture, education, the environment, urban planning, fiscal policy, housing, and transport. The fundamental insight of HiAP is that health is not just a function of medical care or even broader public health; health status is also determined by food, income, environmental, and other policies.

Use of the HiAP approach in Medicaid policy development would knit together multiple stakeholders in policy development and include consideration of SDOH in the design of health program interventions.

In HiAP, the tool used to measure the impact of a policy on health is the health impact assessment (HIA). HIA is “any combination of procedures or methods by which a proposed
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policy or program may be judged as to the effects it may have on the health of a population.\textsuperscript{263} HIA has utility in measuring population health in the context of environment because this method includes multilevel modeling techniques to analyze drivers of population health.\textsuperscript{264} \textsuperscript{265} An advantage of HIA over the quantitative evaluation employed by scientific research is that HIA considers subjective as well as objective data.\textsuperscript{266} HIA may be applied as a six step process, or may be streamlined into a two-step process- called rapid appraisal- that can be integrated with program interventions.\textsuperscript{267} The WHO developed an early rapid appraisal technique to collect qualitative data from many health workers deployed over geographical areas.\textsuperscript{268} The rapid appraisal technique used by the WHO is called participatory rapid appraisal, incorporating qualitative data from a variety of stakeholders, including members of the community.\textsuperscript{269} Researchers acknowledge that potential weaknesses of rapid appraisal may include reticence of stakeholders to participate in assessment due to a lack of understanding of HIA, or, where non-participatory rapid appraisal is used, output limited to the perspectives of few stakeholders.\textsuperscript{270} \textsuperscript{271} However, benefits of rapid appraisal are thought to outweigh limitations of rapid appraisal.\textsuperscript{272} One key benefit of rapid appraisal is that stakeholders gain understanding of the opportunities being addressed by interventions.\textsuperscript{273} Another benefit of rapid appraisal is the reinforcement of health as an important issue that is within the scope of both health-related and other organizations.\textsuperscript{274} HIA is a means of gathering meaningful data on health disparity from relevant stakeholders across organizations and communities.\textsuperscript{275} Application of HIA lags in the U.S., but has gained prominence as a part of policy development in Europe and in Canada.\textsuperscript{276}

HIA is used as part of a HiAP approach to environmental impact assessment (EIA) in the province of Quebec, Canada.\textsuperscript{277} Quebec’s Public Health Act of 2001 mandates that before implementation, all public policies are submitted for rigorous screening of their potential impact
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on health determinants. Screening criteria may include either rapid or full HIA, and a statement of impact made by the Minister of Health, who is empowered to direct any policy changes he or she sees fit for compliance with the Public Health Act. Slovenia has become the first country to utilize HIA in an agriculture and food policy, which it did to fulfill a requirement for entrance into the European Union (EU) in 2004.

Where health promotion is concerned, assurance is demanded that future savings will accrue from public investment. However, proof of cost savings has never been required to garner acceptance of, and even demand for, medical treatments. In 1970, only four years after the enactment of Medicaid, administrators at the Office of Economic Opportunity wrote that researchers must emphasize that “socially desirable actions” like ensuring quality health care “need no further justification.” Criticizing overreliance on the biomedical model of health, Harvard School of Public Health ethicist Norman Daniels warned in 1985 that American health care systems are centered too much on acute care of disease, and not enough on “preventive and holistic care.” In 2013 Bradley and Taylor criticized American grant-making bodies for funding precise, easily quantifiable medical interventions and avoiding “large, unwieldy programs addressing systemic and structural issues.”

Gostin et al. note that even as public health funding diminishes overall, a large percentage of public health funding is dedicated to the treatment of individuals. But as the federal and state program that provides health insurance to almost 67 million vulnerable Americans, Medicaid can use data on the health of that population to determine drivers of health disparity.

Conclusion

By the middle of the 20th century, the steady growth of medicalization and technology in American health care threatened to leave large parts of the population without health care because they had no means of paying for it. Medicaid was conceived as a vehicle for financing the health care services rendered to the poor and disabled. Medicaid is federalist in its design, which comprises broad program oversight by the federal government while each state retains the power to design benefits and delivery systems most appropriate to the needs of its
citizens. But local actors are ill equipped to influence outcomes beyond their jurisdictions, so despite the availability of Medicaid to vulnerable persons across the U.S., wide disparity in health exists from state to state.

The Triple Aim is a framework that has potential to reduce health disparity resulting from SDOH, provided that the CMS sets objectives for improving population health as well as controlling Medicaid program costs and improving the care experiences of individual beneficiaries. Barriers to realizing Triple Aim objectives on a federal scale include leveraging compartmentalized program budgets and accurate attribution of cost savings to the different agencies contributing interventions. As a federal agency with a public health imperative, the CMS is appropriately charged with active partnership with other federal agencies and the private sector to address SDOH. In the form of ACOs, innovative care designs that shift health care from expensive acute care settings to communities are already available to the CMS. An action the CMS can take to encourage population health management in Medicaid populations is using demonstration projects to incentivize states to direct care of Medicaid beneficiaries to TACOs.

Ensuring total accountability for care of Medicaid populations requires the CMS to position itself as a macro-integrator of large systems. As a macro-integrator, the CMS should then retain accountability for supporting data transparency across systems to enable accurate predictive modeling and risk stratification, and thus the direction of resources to the most vulnerable Americans. Measurement of interventions designed to improve population health through attention to SDOH is challenging when attempted using the tools of biomedical research models, but alternative outcome measurement methodologies are available that account for the environmental context of illness and ensure engagement of all stakeholders.

The CMS can and must assume the role of an integrator entity that works to improve the health of Medicaid populations using the Triple Aim. Failure to do so is also failure to build a just health care system for all Americans.
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